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Thomas/Alford Force on a
Partial-Admission Turbine for
the Rocket Engine Turbopump
This paper describes an imbalanced torque force, called the Thomas/Alford force, of a
partial-admission turbine for the rocket engine turbopump. The Thomas/Alford force is a
destabilizing force imposed on the rotor that could cause rotor dynamic instability. This,
in turn, may impair stable operation of the rocket engine and trigger mission failure.
Such destabilizing force should be avoided as its characteristics have not been discussed
in detail. In this study, Thomas/Alford forces for typical symmetric partially open/closed
nozzle patterns with an open/closed ratio are analyzed. For such an open/closed ratio, it
was determined that the Thomas/Alford force varied with the whirling angle, and whether
the open/closed ratio may impair stable operation and reliability of the rocket engine turbopump is contingent on avoiding such fluctuation. The reason for such fluctuation was
investigated by mathematical methodology, which was then extended to determine a general rule of patterns for rocket engine designers. This rule would, thus, prove useful in
the future development of a partial-admission turbine for a rocket engine turbopump.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4040466]

Introduction

For rocket engines, reliability is the key design issue, given the
very costly payloads and the task of placing astronauts in orbit.
The function of the rocket engine turbopump is to pump
fuel under pressure ranging from atmospheric to that of 100 magnitudes, while the turbine generates extremely high power. The
turbine should, thus, operate stably to ensure reliable turbopump
operation.
The Thomas/Alford force of the turbine has a key impact on
unsteady radial shaft vibration and may cause rotor dynamic instability, which may, in turn, threaten mission failure. This force is
based on torque imbalance from the nonuniform tip clearance of a
turbine wheel caused by the whirling motion of the rotor system.
The small tip clearance of the turbine blade boosts efficiency due
to small leakage losses and underlines the existence of a large tangential force exceeding the mean tangential force. Conversely, a
large tip clearance causes opposite tendencies, as exemplified by
the schematic shown in Fig. 1. Rotational eccentricity results in
localized small- and large tip gaps, and the difference between the
two exerts additional force on the rotor direction with excited
vibration. This force is the so-called Thomas/Alford force, as first
reported independently by Thomas [1] and Alford [2], who theoretically defined the force of general full-admission turbines. By
introducing an empirical coefficient (i.e., Thomas coefficient) as
b, the theoretical model can describe the actual destabilizing force
of turbines [3].
In other aspects, turbomachinery systems have been modeled
with an excitation force for full-admission steam turbines [4],
while the Thomas/Alford force for a compressor has been studied
with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [5]. Compressors are
also considered to generate Thomas/Alford force, which acts in
the opposite direction with a damping effect.
Conversely, a steam turbine faces the so-called “steam whirl
problem” [6,7] related to Thomas/Alford force with excitement
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vibration. Although a design tool for a partial-admission steam
turbine was developed by Liese [8], the Thomas/Alford force of
the partial-admission turbine has not yet been investigated. While
Kanki and Tanitsuji [9] developed the first theoretical Thomas/
Alford force model of a partial-admission steam turbine [10,11],
these theories have seldom been applied to turbines for aerospace
applications.
As for the rocket engine turbopump, the turbine operates at
supersonic rotational speed for extremely high-power generation
and the supersonic turbine meant that Thomas/Alford force was a
source of rotor-dynamic instability when the LE-7A Japanese
rocket engine was in its development stage. Motoi et al. [12]
attempted to derive the Thomas/Alford force by CFD in order to
avoid such instability by fluid control, while Hendricks et al. [13]
reviewed the rotor-dynamics issues facing turbomachines, including the study by Motoi et al. [12].
An upper-stage rocket engine usually has a short blade height
in the full-admission turbine, which may be insufficient to obtain
the required efficiency. The key factor affecting the upper-stage
rocket engine is aerodynamic performance, although high turbine

Fig. 1 Schematic of the Thomas/Alford force
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Fig. 2 Cross-coupled stiffness coefficient perturbation versus
instant rotor direction

efficiency depends on having sufficient power. The optimal design
of the supersonic rocket engine turbine remains unclear, due to
the existence of shock wave interactions. An alternative approach
involves adopting a partial-admission turbine, which comprises
full-admission with a partially closed nozzle arc to increase aerodynamic performance [14].
In recent decades, although the aerodynamic performance of
the partial-admission turbine for aerospace applications has been
reported by NASA [15,16], the Thomas/Alford force for the
turbine remains unclear and thus a rocket engine turbopump is
needed to determine the Thomas/Alford force for a reliable rocket
engine. Aerospace design engineers should know the impact of
the force to avoid undesirable vibration.
Here, we emphasize that the definition of partiality is the open/
closed nozzle area ratio, while that of admission is a partially
open nozzle area ratio, where the fluid is arrowed and traverses
the rotor blades. The admission pattern comprises the type of
open/closed nozzle arc patterns with equivalent partiality. For
example, in this paper, as standard, the term 2/10 admission equates to ten equal partitions with two equal admissions and partiality
of 20%.
The possibility of Thomas/Alford force fluctuating with the
rotor phase at the rotating reference frame, as described in the
paper by Kanki et al. [9] and shown in Fig. 2, with Table 1
emerged in the case of asymmetric admission patterns. Meanwhile, in the rocket engine turbopump, symmetric admission patterns are employed to suppress radial loading. Symmetric
admission patterns of a partial-admission turbine have not yet
been precisely investigated for estimating the Thomas/Alford
force but should be known for aerospace applications.
In this paper, the relation between admission patterns and
Thomas/Alford force, not previously covered in literature, is
investigated for the symmetric admission pattern. We applied the
theoretical Thomas/Alford force model of Kanki et al. [9] to a
partial-admission rocket turbine.
Typical partial-admission patterns were investigated theoretically and the most effective pattern was determined based on
mathematical reasoning, revealing undesirable fluctuation of the

Table 1 Specifications of the partial admission steam turbine
Tip seal clearance
Rotor diameter
Rotating speed
Height of turbine blade
Volume flow rate
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0.8 mm
376.6 mm
30 rpm
11.6 mm
0.15 m3/s

Fig. 3

Coordinates of stage excitation force analysis

Thomas/Alford force of the partial-admission patterns at 50%
partiality.
Other partialities of partial-admission turbines were also
tested analogously to investigate fluctuation of the Thomas/
Alford force of the admission pattern. This study aims to determine a general rule between Thomas/Alford force and admission
patterns for the design of a partial-admission turbine for aerospace applications.

2

Theoretical Model of Thomas/Alford Force

2.1 Thomas/Alford Force of the Full-Admission Turbine.
Alford [2] developed a theoretical model of the Thomas/Alford
force of general turbines, where the local blade force per radian is
proportional to the ratio of tip clearance d to blade height or
bucket height H as expressed by using below equation:




d
F
d
1 b
(1)
f ¼ f0 1  b ¼
H
2p
H
Here, total blade force includes the horizontal component (xdirection: FTFx) and vertical component (y-direction: FTFy) as
expressed by Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively. These forces are net
forces on the rotational coordinates acting on the blades, while
assuming an infinite blade number
FTFx ¼ 

ð 2p

f sin udu

ð 2p 
F
b
¼
gu  ðCr  e cosðh  uÞÞ sin udu
2p 0
H
0

FTFy ¼ 

(2)

ð 2p

f cos udu

ð 2p 
F
b
¼
gu  ðCr  e cosðh  uÞÞ cos udu
2p 0
H
0

(3)

where, the coordinate system is defined in Fig. 3. A whirl orbit
is assumed to be a circle as expressed by using the following
equation:
d ¼ Cr  e cosðh  uÞ

(4)

Equations (2) and (3) are based on a stationary coordinate system,
and rewriting them within the rotating reference frame, followed
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Fig. 5 Schematic design of the partial-admission turbine

Fig. 4 Validation of the Thomas/Alford model of the fulladmission turbine with Ref. [3]

by some mathematical manipulations, elicits the following
expressions:

ð 
F 2p
b
gu  ðCr  e cosðh  uÞÞ sinðu  hÞdðu  hÞ
2p 0
H
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e
þ
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FTFx ¼ 

Kanki et al. [9] developed a theoretical model for the partialadmission turbine, which is utilized in this study and described in
this subsection. Regarding the blade force per radian, the fluctuation in force is assumed to be proportional to the ratio d/H as
expressed in Eq. (1). The definition is the same as for the fulladmission turbine. The main difference in force between these turbines is that it acts only on the open sector of the first nozzles in
the partial-admission turbine. In other words, the force is zero in
the closed sector (nozzle arc). In the current theoretical model, the
tangential direction is subdivided by 1 deg to facilitate control of
the nozzle arc, and in the following, ai is introduced. The Thomas/
Alford force of the partial-admission turbine is expressed by
Eqs. (8) and (9). Here, the efficiency such as gu is set at unity as it
is canceled out by the force at e ¼ 0 expressed later
360
180Fs X
p i¼1
" ð
ip=180
 ai

FTFx ¼ 

#

b
1  ðCr  e cosðh  uÞÞ sin udu
H



ði1Þp=180

(8)

0

Fb
e
¼
2H

(6)

360
180Fs X
p i¼1
" ð
ip=180
 ai

FTFy ¼ 

where Thomas/Alford force is the deviation force subtracted from
the force of nominal position (equal to zero). From Eqs. (5) and
(6), we note that FTFy is the Thomas/Alford force for a fulladmission turbine.
Finally, the stiffness coefficient for a full-admission turbine is
shown in Eq. (7) as derived from Eq. (6)
Kxy ¼

FTFy Fb
¼
2H
e

(7)

Now, we could understand how well the physics the model is
explained, as validated by experimental data.
We examined the validation of the Thomas/Alford force with
experimental data as per Ref. [3].
Figure 4 shows a comparison of theoretical and experimental
data, based on which the theory is deemed to effectively describe
the experimental physics, while the assumption of infinite blades
is less influenced by the Thomas coefficient (constant) b.
2.2 Thomas/Alford Force of the Partial-Admission
Turbine. Kanki et al. [9] defined the Thomas/Alford force
expressed by Eqs. (2) and (3). u is the phase of a rotor and an integrand around the rotor as shown in Fig. 3. The efficiency gu is
defined as per Ref. [8]. The partial-admission turbine is one in
which a portion of the first nozzles is enveloped by plates, and its
schematic design is shown in Fig. 5. This means that higher turbine efficiency is obtained by a higher isentropic velocity ratio
(U/C0). However, the existence of the nozzle arc complicates
efforts to predict Thomas/Alford force, and such prediction using
CFD is far more difficult than with a full-admission turbine [17].
Journal of Fluids Engineering

#

b
1  ðCr  e cosðh  uÞÞ cos udu
H



ði1Þp=180

(9)
Equations (8) and (9) are based on the stationary coordinate system, and rewriting them for the rotating reference frame elicits
Eqs. (10) and (11) as follows:
FTPx

FTFy



360  ð ip=180
180Fs X
b
ai
¼
1  ðCr  e cosðh  uÞÞ
H
p i¼1
ði1Þp=180

 sinðu  hÞdðu  hÞ
(10)


360  ð ip=180
180Fs X
b
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¼
1  ðCr  e cosðh  uÞÞ
H
p i¼1
ði¼1Þp=180

 cosðu  hÞdðu  hÞ
(11)

where

Fs ¼

F
360
X


ai ¼

1 ðadmitted areaÞ
0 nonadmitted area

ai

i¼1
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The excitation forces (FTx and FTy) are assumed to deviate from
the neutral position, while the total excitation force (Fp) is divided
into two components in radial and tangential directions (Fn and
Ft). The direct and cross-coupled stiffness coefficients (Kxx and
Kxy) are the radial and tangential excitation forces (Fn and Ft)
divided by the amplitude of the whirling motion, respectively.
These numerical treatments are expressed as follows:
FTx ¼ FTPx je¼e  FTPx je¼0 FTy ¼ FTPy je¼e  FTPy je¼0
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
FTy
Fp ¼ F2Tx þ F2Ty w ¼ tan1
FTx


p
w
Fn ¼ Fp sin
2


p
w
Ft ¼ Fp cos
2
Fn
Ft
Kxx ¼ Kxy ¼
e
e

(12)

where the treatments are based on a rotating frame of reference
and w is defined in Fig. 6.
Kanki et al. [9] have defined the following modeling for the
theory.
 Zero blade forces at closed sector positions
 Constant blade forces at open sector positions
Yoshida and Sakai et al. presented experimental data of the
partial-admission steam turbine with CFD analysis [18]. From
their experimental data in the first term, zero force in the closed
sector is deemed reasonable. In the second term, constant blade
force at the open sector is available, despite fluctuating blade
forces at the open sector and over/undershoots at the edge of the
nozzle arc.
Fluctuation is mainly due to nozzle-rotor interaction and unrelated to a partial-admission turbine only. Furthermore, the shoots
are in a narrow band of degrees of the rotor. If the spike is even
higher, the force integrated by the rotor angle has trivial value on
the Thomas/Alford force. We could say the theoretical model
included reasonable tools to investigate the Thomas/Alford force
for partial-admission turbines.
We have also validated the theoretical model for partialadmission turbines with the relevant data in Ref. [16]. The target
of Ref. [16] was also the partial-admission turbine for a rocket
engine turbopump; specifically, a two-stage partial-admission turbine with variable second nozzle arc phases.
Some experimental turbine test data from Ref. [16] may be
available to validate the theoretical model. The turbopump had
specifications of 110,000 (rpm) and 1704 (HP), but the selected
turbine test data were about 1/5 of the nominal revolution number;
therefore, the obtained shaft power should be 1/125 of the nominal
one. The admission pattern was 2/6 admission at the first nozzle.
Figure 7 shows a graph of the total tangential force versus a phase
of a rotor at stationary coordinate h. The solid line in Fig. 7

Fig. 6

Definition of w
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Fig. 7 Validation of the Thomas/Alford model of the partialadmission turbine based on Ref. [16]

denotes the predicted total tangential force acting on the shaft
itself under the operating test condition. As the purpose of the
paper relates to aerodynamic testing [16], the experimental total
shaft torque was raw data measured by a torque meter located on
the shaft with some uncertainties, especially regarding the relation
with a phase of a rotor. Then, we tried to utilize both static pressure data and torque data. Torque value was calculated using static
pressure data and measured flow rate, pressure drops, inlet total
pressure, and estimated load balance between the first and second
stages, where dynamic pressure can be negligible. From Ref. [16],
the second nozzle arc phase can be changed during the same test
sequence. We only noticed the range of the second nozzle phase
change (from þ40 to 30 deg) and its shaft torque value. Because
the first nozzle phase position remained unchanged and was
related to the second nozzle phase pattern, it was possible to
define a phase position of the first nozzle at a stationary coordinate, and a rotor phase at a stationary coordinate. Actually, we
decided the first nozzle phase only by using the second nozzle
position and known pressure measurement location, and assuming
that the shaft force itself is located on the nozzle arc. In view of
the present Thomas/Alford model, the theoretical torque value
obtained by torque measurement is expressed below, where Tq-ave
is the total tangential torque in the nominal condition



D 1
p
sin 2 h 
þ Tqave
(13)
Tq ¼
2H 2
2
From Fig. 7, torque data was almost reliable data in comparison
with the data obtained by pressure measurements. it can be concluded that the above assumptions of Kanki et al. [9] are acceptable for the modeling of Thomas/Alford force from Fig. 7.

Fig. 8 Cross-coupled stiffness coefficient of 2/6 admission
pattern based on Ref. [16]
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Table 2 Specifications of the partial-admission turbine for the
rocket turbopump
Shaft power
Rotor diameter
Initial clearance
Amplitude whirl
Blade height
Rotating speed
Thomas coefficient

2050 kW
76 mm
0.3 mm
0.15 mm
10 mm
60,600 rpm
0.5

It follows from the above-mentioned comparison that the
estimation of each total tangential force for a partial-admission
turbine may be reliable. Because the predicted total tangential
force is sufficient to explain the experimental turbine test data, the
derived cross-coupled stiffness coefficient may be plausible. The
stiffness coefficient estimation shown in Fig. 8 is discussed in
Sec. 4.5 because it also indicates unique characteristics for this
partiality.

3 Parametric Studies of the Partial-Admission
Turbine
In this section, the theoretical model is applied to some test
cases at 50% partiality to determine certain characteristics of the
partial-admission turbine. The authors studied the partialadmission turbine by changing the phase of the nozzle arc and
maintaining 50% partiality for the rocket turbopump. The turbine
will be discussed later and its specifications are listed in Table 2
[19]. To estimate the Thomas/Alford force, the Thomas coefficient is an unknown parameter. While Urlich’s measured datum
[20] of b is about 4.5–5.0, and Childs’ [21] rotor-dynamics analysis of b is on the order of 1.0, which enables reasonable predictions for the Space Shuttle main engine (SSME). And concerning
the value reported in the paper of Motoi et al. [12], b is assumed
to be 0.5 with partiality being fixed at 50% in this study. The distribution of admission patterns changes among 1/2, 2/4, 3/6, 4/8,
and 6/12 admissions as shown in Fig. 9 (left), and the shaft power
is fixed under this condition.
(1) Change in the admission patterns
Figure 9 (left) shows a cross-sectional perspective in the
axis direction, where the black area comprises the nozzle
arc and the white area is the open area of the turbine.
Figures 10 (top) and 10 (bottom) show the calculation results.
As these figures show, the Thomas/Alford force maintains a
constant value against the instant angle of the rotor except for
2/4 admission.

Fig. 9 (Left) Admission patterns of 50% partiality and (Right)
admission patterns of 2/4 admission

Journal of Fluids Engineering

Fig. 10 (Top) Cross-coupled stiffness coefficient for 2/4 admission and (Bottom) direct stiffness coefficient for 2/4 admission

The 2/4 admission pattern is a unique solution in that the
Thomas/Alford force varies along u  h. The next part features the changed distribution admission pattern of 2/4
admission.
(2) Change in the phases of the 2/4 admission pattern
Figure 9 (right) shows the phases of the 2/4 admission pattern, all of which are for 2/4 admission, and Fig. 11 shows
the calculation results. As the figures show, the Thomas/
Alford force still varies against u  h when the phase
changes, while the Thomas/Alford force in the radial direction also varies along h  u by changing its phase. It can
be said that the distribution of admission patterns is unaffected by the characteristics, but it determines the characteristics. The relation between the distribution of admission
patterns and the Thomas/Alford force will be considered in
Sec. 4. Here, only 50% partiality was considered, and initially, the fluctuation in stiffness coefficients of 2/4 admission was investigated by mathematical methodology in
Secs. 4.1–4.4. Next, other typical partialities were investigated whereby admission could involve fluctuations as
cited in Sec. 4.5.

Fig. 11 Parametric study of cross-coupled stiffness coefficient
for 2/4 admission

JANUARY 2019, Vol. 141 / 011105-5

4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Simple Modeling of Thomas/Alford Force. As Eqs. (5)
and (6) show, the Thomas/Alford force includes a 2u trigonometric function. To extract a destabilizing force, simple trigonometric
functions with the fluctuating components of Thomas/Alford force
can be defined by using the following equations:
gt  sinð2h  2uÞ

(14)

gt  cosð2h  2uÞ

(15)

where, gt is a simple function of Kxy and gn is that of Kxx.
4.2 Calculation of the Simple Thomas/Alford Force Model
by Hand. A simple model of the Thomas/Alford force described
in Sec. 4.1 is investigated to determine whether the fluctuation
mentioned in Sec. 3 is duplicated by Eqs. (14) and (15). For simplicity, 1/2, 2/4, 3/6, 4/8, and 6/12 admissions are selected, and
here, u1 is an arbitrary value between 0 and 2 p.
(1) 1/2 admission
where, u2 ¼ u1 þ p
gt ¼ ½sinð2h 

2uÞu2
u1

¼ sinð2h  2u1  2pÞ  sinð2h  2u1 Þ ¼ 0
and similarly, gn ¼ 0
(2) 2/4 admission
where u2 ¼ u1 þ ðp=2Þ and u4 ¼ u3 þ ðp=2Þ
u4
gt ¼ ½sinð2h  2uÞu2
u1 þ ½sinð2h  2uÞu3

¼ 2 sinð2h  2u1  pÞ  2 sinð2h  2u1 Þ ¼ 4 sinð2h  2u1 Þ
and similarly, gn ¼ 0
(3) 3/6 admission
where, u2 ¼ u1 þ p=3, u4 ¼ u3 þ p=3 and u6 ¼ u5 þ p=3
u4
u6
gt ¼ ½sinð2h  2uÞu2
u1 þ½sinð2h  2uÞu3 þ½sinð2h  2uÞu5


2p
 sinð2h  2u1 Þ þ sinð2h  2u1  2pÞ
¼ sin 2h  2u1 
3




4p
10p
þ sin 2h  2u1 
sin 2h  2u1 
3
3


8p
¼0
 sin 2h  2u1 
3

and similarly, gn ¼ 0
(4) 4/8 admission
where u2 ¼ u1 þ p=4 and u4 ¼ u3 þ p=4, u6 ¼ u5 þ p=4
and u8 ¼ u7 þ p=4
u4
u6
gt ¼ ½sinð2h  2uÞu2
u1 þ½sinð2h  2uÞu3 þ½sinð2h  2uÞu5

þ ½sinð2h  2uÞu8
u7


2p
 sinð2h  2u1 Þ
¼ sin 2h  2u1 
4




6p
4p
 sin 2h  2u1 
þ sin 2h  2u1 
4
4


10p
 sinð2h  2u1  2pÞ
þsin 2h  2u1 
4


14p
þ sin 2h  2u1 
4


12p
¼0
sin 2h  2u1 
4
and similarly, gn ¼ 0
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(5) 6/12 admission
where u2 ¼ u1 þ p=6 and u4 ¼ u3 þ p=6, u6 ¼ u5 þ p=6
and u8 ¼ u7 þ p=6, u10 ¼ u9 þ p=6, and u12 ¼ u11 þ p=6
u4
u6
gt ¼ ½sinð2h  2uÞu2
u1 þ½sinð2h  2uÞu3 þ½sinð2h  2uÞu5
u10
u12
þ ½sinð2h  2uÞu8
u7 þ½sinð2h  2uÞu9 þ½sinð2h  2uÞu11


2p
¼ 4 sinð2h  2u1 Þ  4 sin 2h  2u1 
3


p
¼0
þ 4 sin 2h  2u1 
3

and similarly, gn ¼ 0
The simple functions of Eqs. (14) and (15) can be duplicated in
Sec. 3 and used to express the fluctuation components of the
Thomas/Alford force. Accordingly, 2/4 admission might constitute a unique fluctuation pattern for Thomas/Alford force at 50%
partiality.
Proof of this fact is provided in Ref. [22].
4.3 Proof of the General Expression of the Simple Model.
The general expression of the simple Thomas/Alford force is now
obtained and proof that 2/4 admission constitutes a unique fluctuation pattern for 50% partiality is thus investigated. This proof has
been provided by the authors [22,23].
Equations (16) and (17) show the general expression of simple
Thomas/Alford force with k/l admission (k, l is a natural number
and l ¼ 2k)
( 

k
X
4
ð
Þ
sin 2h  2u1  2n  1 p
gt ¼
l
n¼1

)
4
(16)
 sin 2h  2u1  ð2n  2Þp
l

gn ¼

(



4
cos 2h  2u1  ð2n  1Þp
l
n¼1

)
4
 cos 2h  2u1  ð2n  2Þp
l
k
X

(17)

4.4 Characteristics of 2/4 Admission. The simple functions
of Eqs. (14) and (15) indicated that 2/4 admission involves a fluctuation in stiffness coefficients with the whirl motion of the rotor.
The motion can possibly be explained from a physical perspective. From the definition of excitation forces in Eq. (12), the destabilized force has properties of the 2u trigonometric functions in
Eqs. (14) and (15). These equations are already integrant functions
as in Eqs. (5) and (6), which means that the force is a 2u trigonometric function. As the function of the force remains unchanged
with whirling motion, the difference in the force for fixed partiality may indicate the quadrant in which the nozzle arc exists.
Figures 12, 13 (top), and 13 (bottom) depict three cases of the
force with the rotor phase at rotating reference frame u  h. Figure 12 is for 1/2 admission, while Figs. 13 (top) and 13 (bottom)
are for cases of 2/4 admission. From Figs. 12–13 (bottom), the
destabilized force (shape of the curve) remains unchanged. The
force is represented by a black solid curve, with closed and open
circles indicating the start and end positions of the open section,
respectively. The gray zone is a nozzle arc, the white zone is an
open sector, and the Thomas force is determined by subtracting
the trigonometric value between the start and end sections. In the
case of 1/2 admission shown in Fig. 12, the integrant between the
start and end sections results in a constant value, with the same
value and an opposite sign, meaning that the force is canceled out.
Transactions of the ASME

Fig. 12 Mathematical view of direct coefficient for 1/2 admission

However, for 2/4 admission, the integrated value is not canceled
but amplified as shown in Fig. 13 (top). And in another case of 2/4
admission shown in Fig. 13 (bottom), the force is also amplified
by fluctuation of the Thomas force.
It emerged that for symmetric admission patterns, the remaining admission force cannot be canceled for 50% partiality with
2/4 admission, because the Thomas/Alford force has 2u trigonometric characteristics. Of course, a symmetrical pattern is necessary to avoid radial loading, as the force constitutes tangential
force imposed on the turbine disk. Thus, it could be said that in a
case of admission having a symmetrical pattern with p=2, the
vibration amplitude of the undefined integrated force would

become large, revealing a unique fluctuation pattern of the admission pattern for 50% partiality.
Table 3 presents a comparison of different partial admissions to
identify a preferable pattern for a rocket turbine, where an
increase in the distribution of admission patterns causes significant aerodynamic losses, typically for partial admission [24,25].
However, the 1/2 admission pattern has radial loading from a
geometric perspective, while as for 2/4 admission, the symmetrical pattern results in minimized partial admission losses. However, it remains unclear as to whether the motion affects turbine
performance. At a glance, the 3/6 admission turbine may be preferable for a rocket engine.

Fig. 13 (Top) Mathematical view of cross-coupled stiffness coefficient for 2/4 admission
and (Bottom) mathematical view of direct stiffness coefficient for 2/4 admission

Journal of Fluids Engineering
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Table 3

Comparisons of partial-admission turbines for the rocket turbopump

Fig. 14 (Top) Cross-coupled stiffness coefficient for 25% partiality and (Bottom) direct stiffness coefficient for 25% partiality

4.5 Extension for Other Partialities. In this subsection, an
attempt is made to extend the concept to other partialities. In the
discussion, it was proposed that 2/4 admission has unique characteristics stemming from the property of destabilized force with
p=2 phase difference of an open section, and the same analogy is
assumed with other partialities. To extend the concept, 33% partiality with a symmetrical pattern is investigated first, followed by
25% partiality under this assumption. Figures 14 (top) and 14
(bottom) show cross-coupled and direct stiffness coefficients with
25% admission, respectively. For 25% partiality, only 2/8 admission is found to offer a unique solution.
Next, Figs. 15 (top) and 15 (bottom) show cases of 33% partiality where 2/6 admission offers a unique solution. These are unique
characteristics of the admission patterns.
Considering the above discussion, it can be assumed that p=n
phase difference has unique characteristics, namely, that where
the stiffness coefficients vary with the instant angle of the rotor,
where n is a natural number greater than or equal to 2, and the
admission pattern is used for this expression, the 2/m admission
pattern is the fluctuating case, where m is a natural even number
greater than 2.
011105-8 / Vol. 141, JANUARY 2019

Fig. 15 (Top) Cross-coupled stiffness coefficient for 33% partiality and (Bottom) direct stiffness coefficient for 33% partiality

The validation of the general rule is presented in Ref. [16] with
the 2/6 admission pattern. Based on the experimental test data,
Fig. 8 shows the cross-coupled stiffness coefficient with the
instant angle of the rotor. Section 2.2 briefly describes the operating conditions. Unique characteristics of the admission pattern
and variation of Kxy with the rotor angle can be seen in Fig. 8
based on the actual turbine test data. Here, the Thomas coefficient
is set to unity for simplicity. The absolute value of Kxy is not
small, and the case of 2/6 admission is much higher than that of
full-admission as can be seen in Fig. 8. As a result, we could also
find unique characteristics of the destabilizing effect due to
Thomas/Alford force based on the actual turbine test data [16],
which suggests that such an admission pattern should be carefully
selected for the design.

5

Conclusions

A theoretical model of the Thomas/Alford force of the partialadmission turbine was almost plausibly developed for describing
the Thomas/Alford force for both full- and partial-admission turbines with some validations. Parametric studies revealed that 2/4
Transactions of the ASME

admission was a unique fluctuation pattern in which the Thomas/
Alford force varies with the instant angle of the rotor. The reason
why 2/4 admission is unique is that the characteristics of the
Thomas/Alford force are synchronized with the admission pattern
characteristics as part of the mathematically confirmed findings.
The Thomas force in the theory includes a 2u trigonometric function, and a simple Thomas/Alford force model is defined by simple trigonometric functions. The simple model indicates that 2/4
admission is a unique fluctuation pattern, in which the Thomas/
Alford force fluctuates with the instant angle of the rotor at 50%
partiality. The 2/4 admission pattern is a contrastive case because
the admission pattern and characteristics of the Thomas/Alford
force are synchronized by the 2u periodic phase from a mathematical perspective. For stable operation, the 3/6 admission
pattern is preferable because the case of 1/2 admission has asymmetric blade force and the increased distribution of admission patterns results in higher partial admission loss [10,24,25] around the
nozzle arc. Furthermore, we extended the knowledge to other partialities and developed a rule for general partialities. This means
that the fluctuation of Thomas/Alford force caused by partiality
can be avoided by the rule based on knowledge of the theory.
Finally, Thomas/Alford force features the “second order rotational
symmetry” characteristic of admission patterns from a mathematical perspective based on the turbine test data [16]. The rule would
constitute useful knowledge for developing a partial-admission
turbine for rocket engine turbopumps in the future. In terms of
vibrational and aerodynamic performance, the 3/6 admission pattern may also offer a preferable solution for a partial-admission
turbine in case of 50% partiality. Given the limited experimental
evidence [3,16,18], we must note that the presented unique solution (destabilizing effect with admission patterns) is only obtained
numerically, and that the destabilizing effect of the unique characteristics of Thomas/Alford force on shaft vibration remains to be
validated in the future. Moreover, the vibrational effect of fluctuating Thomas/Alford force with whirl motion should also be
revealed in the future.
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Nomenclature
ai ¼
C0 ¼
Cr ¼
F¼
Fn ¼
Fp ¼
Ft ¼
Fx ¼
Fy ¼
FTFx ¼
FTfy ¼
FTPx ¼
FTPx ¼
f¼
fx ¼
fy ¼
f0 ¼
gt, gn ¼
H¼
i¼

admission function
isentropic velocity
initial tip clearance
total tangential force
radial direction of total excitation force
total excitation force
tangential direction of total excitation force
X-direction component of the tangential force increment
Y-direction component of the tangential force increment
X-direction exciting force (full-admission turbine)
Y-direction exciting force (full-admission turbine)
X-direction exciting force (partial-admission turbine)
Y-direction exciting force (partial-admission turbine)
tangential force inclement
X-direction exciting force inclement
Y-direction exciting force inclement
mean tangential force inclement
general trigonometric functions
blade height
phase index with tangential direction
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Kxx ¼
Kxy ¼
Tq ¼
U¼
b¼
d¼
e¼
gu ¼
h¼
/¼
w¼

direct stiffness coefficient
cross-coupled stiffness coefficient
total tangential torque
tip speed
change in thermodynamic efficiency per unit change in
clearance (Thomas coefficient)
actual tip clearance
amplitude of whirl
loss caused by altered blade efficiency
instant angle of center of a rotor at stationary coordinate
phase of a rotor at a stationary coordinate
phase of a rotor at a rotational coordinate
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